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COMPACTNESS IN SPACES OF GROUP-VALUED CONTENTS, 
THE VITALI-HAHN-SAKS THEOREM AND NIKODYM'S 

BOUNDEDNESS THEOREM 

HANS WEBER 

0. Introduction. The starting point of this paper is the following theorem 
of W.G. Graves and W. Ruess [11, Theorem 7]. 

THEOREM. For a locally convex space E and a subset K of the space of 
E-valued measures on a a-algebra 2, K is relatively compact in the topology 
of pointwise convergence (on each A e 2) if and only if K(A) is relatively 
compact for each A e 2 and K is uniformly o-additive. 

Graves and Ruess proved this theorem in the setting of Graves theory 
[10] of ^-bounded measures with values in a locally convex space, the main 
idea of which is a topological linearization of the study of such measures, 
using as central device the "universal measure space" and its topology. 

In this paper the theorem mentioned above is proved completely ele
mentarily and generalized for group-valued measures. The essential part 
of this theorem, namely that the compactness of K implies the uniform 
.y-boundedness, may be considered as a generalization of the Vitali-Hahn-
Saks theorem (in the <7-additive case), for which there are elementary, 
transparent proofs (see, e.g., [16, 17]). This part is here proved by a re
finement of the methods in the proofs for the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem. 
The proof is carried through in such a way that it yields, without extra 
work, the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem for abounded (finitely additive) 
contents, Nikodym's boundedeness theorem (for contents with values in 
a quasi-normed group), Rosenthal's lemma, and a criterion for uniform 
5-boundedness of A.B. d'Andrea de Lucia and P. de Lucia. 

The paper is structured as follows. In §2, certain [0, oo]-valued func
tions on a Boolean ring R are studied. As the main result of this section 
we get, in Theorem 2.4, a criterion for s-boundedness, from which the 
compactness criterion mentioned above and the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem 
can be easily deduced. It is of interest that no further assumption for R 
(like ^-completeness) is needed in Theorem 2.4. In §3.1 we obtain, as a 
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corollary of Theorem 2.4, a characterization of relatively compact sub
sets of ca(R, G) in the topology of pointwise convergence, with G being a 
topological group and R a cr-complete Boolean ring. §3.2 contains an 
analogical result for the space sa(R, G) of all G-valued ^-bounded contents 
on an arbitrary Boolean ring R. The role, which the uniform s-bounded-
ness plays for a compactness criterion in ca(R, G), is taken over for a com
pactness criterion in sa(R, G) by the notion of quasi-uniform boundedness, 
which is here introduced according to the notion of quasi-uniform con
vergence. §4 contains three criteria for s-boundedness, Theorem 4.2 as the 
group-valued version of Theorem 2.4, the result (Corollary 4.3) of A. B. 
d'Andrea de Lucia and P. de Lucia as corollary of Theorem 4.2 and the 
Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem (Theorem 4.1) as immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3.1.2 as well as of Theorem 4.2. §5 deals with several versions 
of Nikodym's boundedness theorem. Since functions are admitted here 
which are not necessarily ^-bounded, we do not only obtain a sufficient, 
but an equivalent condition to uniform boundedness. A version of Ni
kodym's boundedness theorem, with G being quasi-normed, easily follows 
from a result of §2. In §6, boundedness in the sense of [17] and in the sense 
of [2, p.210], [4] are examined and both characterized by quasi-norms. 
This examination together with the version of Nikodym's boundedness 
theorem for quasi-normed groups yields, in §5, a generalization of ver
sions of Landers and Rogge [17] and Constantinescu [4]; in both papers 
the cr-additive case is considered. Further, they do not reduce their bound
edness theorems to the quasi-normed case. §7 briefly discusses generaliza
tions of results of §2 to §5. In §7.1 we study, how the condition of <7-com-
pleteness of R, in the results in which this is assumed, can be weakened. 
In §7.2 we briefly go into possibilities of generalization for contents with 
values, e.g., in uniform semigroups. Such possibilities can easily be seen 
by taking into account that many of our considerations for group-valued 
contents are based on results for certain subadditive functionals (cf. §2, 
Lemma 5.1 to Theorem 5.3), which can also be used in the semigroup-
valued case. 

1. Basic assumptions and notations. Throughout the paper let R be a 
Boolean ring (not necessarily with unit) and (G, -I- ) a commutative Haus-
dorff topological group. N (Z, R) denotes the set of all positive integers 
(integers, real numbers), T the set of all subsequences of 1, 2, 3, . . . , i.e., 
of all strictly increasing functions from N into N and ^(N) the power set 
of N. 

A set K of G-valued or [0, oo]-valued functions on R is called uniformly 
^-bounded if, for every disjoint sequence (ak)kŒii in R, the sequences 
(Ma*))*eN converge to 0 uniformly in ft e K; K is said to be uniformly 
(j-additive if, for every disjoint sequence (ak) in R such that the supremum 
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Vîë=i ak exists in /?, (2/=i ^(aì))k^s converges to fi(\/T=i^k) uniformly in 
fit K. Each jus K is then ^-bounded or <7-additive, respectively. 

A function / Ì : R -* G is called a content if ju is additive, i.e., if 
ja(av b) = //(#) + nib), for disjoint a,beR.A ^-additive content is called 
a measure. And a(R, G), ca(/?, G), ^«(7?, G) denote the group of all con
tents, of all measures, of all ^-bounded contents on R with values in G. 

A function | | on a semigroup (5, 4-) with zero element 0 is called 
a quasi-norm if |*| e [0, oo], |0| = 0, \x + y\ S \x\ + \y\ and \x\ ^ 
\x + y\ + bl f° r a ^ *> .Ve S; the inequalities \x + y\ ^ \x\ + \y\ and 
\x\ <Z\x + j>| + M together are equivalent to ||x + ^| — |*|| ^ | j | , when 
you put oo — oo := 0. A [0, oo]-valued function | | on the group G is 
obviously a quasi-norm if and only if |0| = 0, | — x\ = |JC| and \x + y\ ^ 
\x\ 4- | j | , for all x,y e G. It is well-known that the topology of G is gen
erated by a family of quasi-norms ; G can be embedded in a product of 
Hausdorff quasi-normed groups. 

Compactness and functional analytic notions are used as in [15]. For 
[ / c G w e put C/(1) := U and t/(«+1) ••= U + U™(n G N). 

2. [0, oo]-valued set functions. This section is the foundation for §3.1, 
4 and Theorem 5.4. 

The lemmata 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 can be shortly described in the following way 
if you consider the numbers 7]„({k}) or <pn({k}) appearing in them as co
efficients of a matrix (/?„*)», *eN- % successively crossing out certain rows 
and columns, one obtains matrices of the form (/?r(w)rU)) with y G T7, whose 
diagonal elements are also diagonal elements of the original matrix (pnk) ; 
in the first step one achieves that the part of the new matrix above the 
diagonal is "small", in the second step that, additionally, the part of the 
matrix below the diagonal is "small" and in the third step that the di
agonal elements are small. This yields, in Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5, 
criteria for uniform s-boundedness of certain functions (Jjn: R -> [0, oo]. 

In view of Theorem 5.4, we here consider set functions, which satisfy a 
condition slightly weaker than s-boundedness. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let e > 0, and for each n G N, let yjn: ^(N) -» [0, oo] be a 
monotone function such that, for every disjoint sequence (Ak) in ^(N), there 
is an 1G N with 7]n(Ai) ^ e. Then there exists ayG F such that 7]T(n)({y(k): 
À: e N, k > n}) ^ e,for all neN. 

PROOF, (i). For n e N, every infinite subset M of N contains an infinite 
subset A with 7]n(A) ^ e. There is, namely, a disjoint sequence (Ak) of 
infinite subsets of M and so 7]n{A^) ^ $, for some one 1 G N, by assump
tion. 

(ii). Put A0*= N and l0-= 0. For all n G N, you can choose, by induc
tion, /„ G N and, because of (i), infinite sets An with {/„} U An c {/ G An^: 
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/ > / „ . J and rjln(An) ^ s. Then y ••= (/„)weN e T, and, for n e N, we have 
{lk:k > n} c ^w; hence77r(M)({r(Â:):/: > «}) ^7?r(w)04w) ^ e. 

LEMMA 2.2. Assume that 
( i ) (̂ »)nŒN and e satisfy the assumption of (2.1); 
(ii) 3?n(,4) ^ 77w(̂ \{/̂ }) + rjn({k}),for any A a N W « , /e e N; and 
(iii) limÄlim„57w({/:}) = 0 (i.e., the double limit l im^J im^oo^ l / : } ) 

exists and is equal to 0). 
Then, for every ö > e, there exists a y e T such that 7]r{n)({y(k)\ keN, 

k * n}) £ ö,forallneN. 

PROOF. Put pk •= \imn7jn({k}). Since \imkpk = 0, there is an a G T7 with 
E*=i/\r(*) < ö - £. By (2.1), a has a subsequence ß with 7]ßin) ({ß(k): 
k > n}) è e. Since l imwSÄ e F %(*)({£}) = £*ŒF pk<à - e, for every 
finite subset F of /3(N), you can choose for n e N, by induction, 
/, G /3(N) with /„ > /n_l5 /0 ••= 0 and £ 0 r)ln({lk}) < Ö - e. Then r ••= 
(4 )»-N is a subsequence of ß. If ne N, choose m e N with /3(m) = y(n); 
thenc r ( l l )({ r(*): k * n}) ^ Vrin)({r(k): k > n}) + £J=1 7]r(n)({T(k)}) ^ 
%(m)({j8(/):/>#«}) + (<5-£)^<5. 

Lemma 2.2 may be considered as a generalization of Rosenthal's lemma 
(see [5, p. 18]). For, if (ptn) is a uniformly bounded sequence of real-valued 
contents on a ring & of subsets of N containing all finite subsets of N, 
define ^-bounded functions fin on ^(N) by fin(M) •= sup {|/iw(̂ 4)| : A e <%, 
A <= A/}, then the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied for any 
s > 0 and a suitable subsequence (7jn) of (fin). In connection with Rosen
thal's lemma, cf. also Corollaries 3.2.6, 3.2.7 and Proposition 3.2.1 (1) => 
(5). 

LEMMA 2.3. Assume that 
(i) @ is a ring of subsets ofN with {k} e @,for all k e N, e > 0; 

(ii) For each n e N, <pn: £% -+ [0, 00] is a function such that \<pn(A) — 
<Pn ({k})\ ^ <pn(A\{k}), for keAe&; and, for every disjoint sequence 
(Ak) in &, there is an l e N with (pn(A{) ^ e; 

(iii) limÄ lim„ <pn({k}) = 0; and 
(iv) inf {<pm(A): me A c M, A e &} ^ e, for any infinite set M c= N. 
Then lim sup <pn({n}) ^ 2 e. 

PROOF. If lim sup <pn({n}) > 2 e, then you can choose a real number 
ô > e and a e T such that # w ({#(/?)}) > 25, for all neN. Define y „(A) 
•-= sup {(pn(B): A => Beg?} for A a N, n e N. By (2.2), a has a sub
sequence y with ?7r(M) ((r(A:): k ^ n}) ^ ô (ne N). ^(N) contains, by (iv), 
a subset y4 e & such that #>m(̂ 4) ^ <5, for some m e i Now we get 
<pm({m}) ^ <pm(A) + <pm(A\{m}) ^0 + ym(r(K)\{m}) è 20, a contradic
tion to (pm({m}) > 2d. 
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THEOREM 2.4, Let </;„: R -+ [0, oo] be s-bounded functions with \<fin(b) -
<J)n(a)\ ^ <J>n(b\a) for a, b e R, a ^ b and ne N. Then the following two 
statements are equivalent: 

(1) For every disjoint sequence (ak) in R and every a e T, inf {<Jja(n)(\/kŒA 
aa(k)): ne A <= N, \AGA #«(*> exists in R} = 0 and a has a subsequence 
ß such that lim^ \imn(J)ß(n)(aß{k)) — 0; and 

(2) {(jjn : neN] is uniformly s-bounded. 

PROOF. (1) => (2). If {</>n: n e N} is not uniformly s-bounded, then there 
is a disjoint sequence (an) in R, e > 0 and a e T with <J>a(n)(aa(n)) = 3 £. 
Choose a subsequence /3 of a with lim^ limw (pß(n)(aß(k)) = 0 and apply 
(2.3) to the functions <pn: & -> [0, oo], where ^ := {^ <= N: \/kŒA aß(k) 

exists in R} and pff(>4) ~ <f>ß(n)(\/kŒA aß(k)) (Ae &, n e N). Lemma 2.3 
yields lim sup <J>ß(n)(aß(n))

 = n m SUP #>»({/*}) = 2 £, a contradiction. 
(2) => (1). Put <J)(a) - supw (j)n(a\ for a e 7?. 0 is abounded by (2). If 

(a„) is a disjoint sequence in R and a e T7, then inf {^a(M)(V^^ ßa(j»): 

« € y4 c N, V*eA öa(Ä) exists in R} ^ infM (p(aa{n)) = 0. Since [0, oo] is se
quentially compact, a has a subsequence /3 such that the following double 
limit exists and \\mk\\mn(jjß{n)(aß{k)) g \\mk(jj(aß{k)) = 0. 

A function <p: R -> [0, oo] is called ^--subadditive if ^(VKEN ak) = 
ZÎ eN 0(ÖÄ)? whenever (ak) is a disjoint sequence such that the supremum 
V*GEN cik exists in /?. 

COROLLARY 2.5. Let R be a-complete and <pn: R -> [0, oo] Z?e s-bounded 
functions with \<J)n(a) — (f)n(b)\ ^ <J)n(b\a), for a, b e R, a ^ b and n e N. 

Then we have : 
(a) If every subsequence of((pn) has a a-subadditive, s-bounded cluster point 

with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence, then {c]jn: « e N } is 
uniformly s-bounded'; 

(b)If(J;: R -> [0, oo] w s-bounded and {<^n{a)) converges to <ft (a), for all 
a e R, then {(fin : n e N) is uniformly s-bounded. 

PROOF. We check that, in both cases (a) and (b), the condition (1) of 
2.4 is fulfilled. Let (ak) be a disjoint sequence in R and a e T. 

(a). Choose an ^-bounded cluster point (p of (<ßain)) and a subsequence 
ß of a such that (^ („)(^))„eN converges to (p(ak), for all /: e N. Then 
limÄlimw <J)ßin)(aß(k)) = lim^ <ft(aß(k)) = 0. Now let be e > 0, /3 a subsequence 
of ß with 2J£i </>(<*ß(k)) = £> ö :== V £ i öiS(Ä)' 7* a subsequence of ß such 
that ((J>r(n)(a)) is convergent, and <̂ 0 a er-subadditive cluster point of ((/jT(n}). 
Then <j>0(ak) = ^(aÄ) for h e N, so inf {(J>a(n)(\/kŒA aa(k)): n e A c N} ^ 
limn0 r ( n )(a) = 0O(Ö) ^ 2£i0o(^<*)) ^ e. 

(b). lim*lim^a(w)(tfa(w)) = lim* #*«<*)) = 0, since ^ is s-bounded. 
Let s > 0 and 5 be an infinite subset of a(N) with (jj(\Jk^B aò = £ (cf- (0 
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in the proof of (2.1)). Then inf {<fiain)(Vk<=A aa(k)): n e A Œ N] ^ 
infwŒi? (pmiVkŒB ak) ^ (p(WkŒB ak) ^ e. 

For an application of Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 to group-valued 
contents we will put cjjn •= \fin(-)\ when | | is a quasi-norm on G and 
finea(R,G). 

3. Compactness in spaces of contents. In this section, zp denotes the pro
duct topology on GR, i.e., the topology of pointwise convergence. The 
topology on subsets of GR induced by zp is also denoted by zp. For K c GR, 
let ^denote the topological closure of Kin (GR, TP). 

3.1. Compactness in (ca(R, G), zp). 

STATEMENT 3.1.1. For K c M c GR, K is relatively compact in (M, zp) 
if and only ifKczM and K(a) •= {ju(a) : ju e K} is relatively compact in 
G,for every a e R. 

This immediately follows from TychonofT's theorem. 
In Theorem 3.1.4 we will show that the inclusion K a M can here be 

replaced by the uniform s-boundedness of K, if M = ca(Ry G) and R is 
^-complete. 

THEOREM 3.1.2. Let R be a-complete and K a sa(R, G) such that every 
infinite subset of K has a a-additive cluster point with respect to zp. Then 
K is uniformly s-bounded. 

PROOF. We have to show that, for every sequence (jun) of pairwise dif
ferent contents from K and every continuous quasi-norm | | on G, the 
functions c/>n •= \fin{ • )| (n e N) are uniformly s-bounded. But this is a 
direct consequence of Corollary 2.5 (a). (Observe that ca(R, G) a sa(R, G) 
if R is a-complete.) 

COROLLARY 3.1.3. If R is a-complete and K a relatively countably compact 
subset of(ca(R, G), TP), then Kis uniformly s-bounded. 

THEOREM 3.1.4. Let R be a-complete and K c ca(R, G). Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 

(1) Kis relatively compact in (ca(R, G), zp)', 
(2) K is uniformly s-bounded, and K(a) is relatively compact in G, for all 

ae R; 
(3) K is uniformly a-additive, and K(a) is relatively compact in G, for all 

a e R; and 
(4) K is relatively countably compact, and K(a) is relatively compact in 

G,forallaeR. 
If every relatively countably compact subset of G is relatively compact, 

then a further equivalent statement is 
(5) K is relatively countably compact in (ca(R, G), zp). 
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Note that relative countable compactness and relative compactness 
in G are equivalent if G is metrizable or complete or if G is a locally 
convex linear space quasi-complete with respect to its Mackey topology, 
see [15, p. 39 (3) and p. 316,(1)]. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1.4. (1) => (4) is obvious and (4) => (2) holds by 
Corollary 3.1.3. 

(2) => (3). It is well-known that a uniformly abounded subset K of 
ca(R, G) is uniformly ^-additive; if (ak) is a sequence in R decreasing to 0, 
then (jit(ak)) is Cauchy convergent uniformly in ju e K (cf. [5, p. 9]). Since 
(/u(ak)) converges to 0 for every ju e K, it follows that (/u(ak)) converges to 
0 uniformly in ju e K. 

(3) => (\). Since K is uniformly «^-additive, we have K c ca(R, G), so 
(1) follows from statement 3.1.1. 

(4) o (5) obviously holds if G satisfies the given additional assumption. 

3.2. Compactness in (sa(R, G), zp). Let dn denote the Dirac measure on 
^(N) located at {«}; then {5n: n G N) is a relatively compact subset of 
sa(3?(N), R) with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence, but 
not uniformly s-bounded. In connection with compactness in (sa(R, G), 
Tp), the notion of s-boundedness is not of interest, but rather the notion 
of "quasi-uniform s-boundedness", which is based on the following 
definition. 

DEFINITION. Let S be a uniform space, K a set of S-valued sequences and 
1(f) e S, for fe K. We say that (/(A:))ÄGN converges to /(/) quasi-uniformly 
in fe K, if \imk f(k) = 1(f), for all fe K, and if, for every entourage N 
of S and every k0 e N, there exists a finite number of indices k\, . . ., 
kn ^ kQ such that, for each fe K, at least one of the pairs (f(k{), 1(f)), 
• • ., (f(K\ 1(f)) belongs to TV [8, p. 268-269 and 22, p. 72-74]). 

Here, above all, we are interested in the case that, for all a e T, 
the sequences (h(k))kŒ^ converge quasi-uniformly in h e K o a -= {f° a: 
feK}, too. That corresponds to the notion of "almost uniform con
vergence" in the sense of Fichtenholz, Kantorovitch and Sirvint [22, p.73] 
for which we shall give some other equivalent formulations. 

With the same notion as above, put /(/<> a) = /(/) , fo r /G K, and ae T. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 

(1) For every cceT, (h(k)) converges to 1(h) quasi-uniformly in h e 
Koa; 

(2) For any infinite subset M of N and every entourage N of 5, there 
exists a finite subset F of M such that, for each / G K, at least one of the 
pairs (f(k), /(/)), k e F9 belongs to N; 

(3) For every a e f, every sequence (hn) in K o a and every entourage 
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YV of S, there exists a y G F with {(hr(n)(y(k)\ l(hr(n))): k,neN;k ^ n} a 
yV; and 

(4) For every a e f , every sequence (hn) i n ^ o ^ and every uniformly 
continuous quasi-metric, p for S (i.e., a map p: S x S -* [0, oo] with 
p(x, x) = 0, jo( ,̂ x) = p(x, y) g> p(x, z) + p(z, y)), there exists a 7- G F 
with lim*limnio(/zr(n)(r(£)), /(Ar<n))) = 0. 

If {/(/): / G A:} and K(k) for /: G N are relatively sequentially compact 
in 5, a further equivalent statement is 

(5) For every a G F and every sequence (hn) in ^ o #, there exists a y G 
r with lim*lim„/zr(w)(r(/;)) = limwlim/^r(„)(r(/:)). 

We omit the proof in this generality. The statements (1) to (4) above 
correspond to the statements (1) to (4) of Proposition 3.2.1, the equiva
lence of which will be proved. 

DEFINITION. We call a subset K of a(R, G) quasi-uniformly ^-bounded, 
if, for every disjoint sequence (ak)k<=^ in R, the sequences (/^(^))ÄeN con
verge to 0 quasi-uniformly in fi G K. 

Of course, uniform s-boundedness implies quasi-uniform ^s-bounded-
ness, and every quasi-uniformly ^-bounded subset of a(R, G) is contained 
in sa(R, G). 

PROPOSITION 3.2.1. For K a a(R, G), the following statements are equiv
alent: 

(1) K is quasi-uniformly s-bounded; 
(2) For every disjoint sequence (ak) in R and every O-neighbourhood U 

in (7, there is an n G N such that, for each jue K, at least one of the elements 
/z(fli), . . ., jLt(an) belongs to U\ 

(3) For every disjoint sequence (ak) in R, every continuous quasi-norm 
I I on G and every sequence (/un) in K, there is a y G F such that limÄ limw 

l/̂ (*)K(*))l = °' 
(4) For every disjoint sequence (ak) in R, every O-neighbourhood U in 

G and every sequence (fj,n) in K, there is a y G F such that {fJ.r(n)(
arUi)): 

/c, « e N ; k # n} c U; and 
(5) For every disjoint sequence (ak) in R, every O-neighbourhood U in G 

and every sequence (/jn) in K, there is a y G r such that {ftT(n)(\/kŒA ar(k)): 

n G N, A c N\{fl}, \Jk<=A
 ar(k) exists in R} a U. 

PROOF. ( 1 ) O ( 2 ) and (5) => (4) are obvious. 
(4) => (2). If (2) does not hold, then there exists a disjoint sequence 

(ak) in R, a O-neighbourhood U in G and, for each n G N, a content fxn G K 
such that /Ltn(ak) $ U (k ^ n). This contradicts (4). 

(1) => (3). Let (ak), | |, (jLtn) be given as stated in (3). Then there is a 
ytF such that the double limit / := limk\imn\jurin)(arik))\ exists, since 
[0, 00] is sequentially compact. Assume that / > e > 0. Then you can 
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choose a k0 G N with limw \jur(n)(ar(k))\ > s, for all k ^ k0. By (1), there is 
an integer k\ > k0 such that for each ju G K, \ju(arik))\ < e for at least one 
k with k0 ^ k g &!. On the other hand, since limw \ßr(n)(arik))\ > e, 
for k ^ &o> there is an m G N such that \jur(m)(arU}))\ > s, for k0 ^ k g* 
ki, a contradiction. 

(3) => (5). Observe first that the condition (3) for K = {//} means exactly 
that pi is abounded; hence every p, e K is ^-bounded. Let (ak), U, (pn) 
be given as stated in (5) and | | a continuous quasi-norm on G with 
{x G G: \x\ S 1} <= U. Define Vn: ^(N) -> [0, oo] by Vn(A) ••= sup 
{l/A* (V*e=Bfl*)l : ^ c ^ V*efi «A e* i s t s in /?} (y4 c N, /i 6 N). By assump
tion, limÄ lim„ 7]a{n)(aa{k)) = 0, for some ctG T7. The application of Lemma 
2.2 to the ^-bounded functions 7]a(n), n G N, yields a 7-G T7 such that 
7?r(«)((r(^): * ^ «}) è 1, for all « G N ; hence fjLnn)(\/kŒAarih))e U, for 
all « G N and ^ c N\{7i} for which \/kŒA ar(k) exists in R. 

The equivalence (1)<=>(5) of Proposition 3.2.1 may be interpreted as 
follows. K is quasi-uniformly s-bounded if and only if K satisfies the as
sertion of a group-valued version of Rosenthal's lemma. So Proposition 
3.2.2 (a) and Corollaries 3.2.6 and 3.2.7 are generalization of Rosenthal's 
lemma [5, p. 18]. 

PROPOSITION 3.2.2. Let K a sa(R, G). 
(a) If K is relatively countably compact in (sa(R, G), zp), then K is quasi-

uniformly s-bounded. 
(b) If K is quasi-uniformly s-bounded, then also K and therefore K a 

sa(R, G). 

PROOF, (a) If K is not quasi-uniformly s-bounded, then, by Proposition 
3.2.1 (1)<>(2), there is a disjoint sequence (ak) in R, a sequence (jun) 
in K and an open 0-neighbourhood U with jun(ak) <£ U (k ^ n). For every 
cluster point p of (pn) in (a(R, G), zp), we have therefore p(ak) £ U (k e 
N) and so p is not s-bounded. Hence K is not relatively countably com
pact in (sa(R, G),zp). 

(b) Obviously, K satisfies the condition (2) of Proposition 3.2.1, if K 
does so. 

THEOREM 3.2.3. For K a sa(R, G), the following statements are equiv
alent : 

(1) K is relatively compact in (sa(R, G), zp); 
(2) K is quasi-uniformly s-bounded, and K(a) is relatively compact in G, 

for all a G R; and 
(3) K is relatively countably compact, and K(a) is relatively compact in 

G, for all a e R. 
If every relatively countably compact subset of G is relatively compact, 

then a further equivalent statement is 
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(4) K is relatively countably compact. 

PROOF. (1) => (3) is obvious; (3) <=> (4), too, if G satisfies the given ad
ditional assumption. (3) => (2) holds by Proposition 3.2.2 (a). (2) => (1) 
follows from Proposition 3.2.2 (b) and Statement 3.1.1. 

In the following we examine the connection between quasi-uniform 
s-boundedness of K and (total) boundedness of K(R) •= {ju(a) : pt e K, 
aeR}. 

EXAMPLES 3.2.4. (a) {nôn: neN} is a quasi-uniformly s-bounded sub
set of ca(0>(N), R), which is not uniformly bounded. 

(b) Define y.n\ ^(N) -+ /^ by fj,n(A) ••= &4nu,...,»> where XM denotes the 
characteristic function of a set M c N with domain N. Then {jun: 
n e N) is a closed subset of ca(0>(N), /œ) with respect to the topology of 
pointwise convergence; {jun: « e N } is uniformly bounded, but not quasi-
uniformly ^-bounded. 

PROPOSITION 3.2.5. (cf. Postscript). if p, e a(R, G) has a relatively count-
ably compact range in G and Nx •= {nx : n e N} (£ p(R), for every x e 
G\{0), then p is s-bounded. 

PROOF. Let (ak) be a disjoint sequence in R. We show that 0 is a cluster 
point of (p(ak)). By assumption, (p(ak)) has a cluster point x. The next 
lemma yields Nx a p(R), hence, by assumption x = 0. 

LEMMA. Let p e a(R, G), (ak) be a disjoint sequence in R and x a cluster 
point of (p(ak)). Then Nx c= p(R). 

PROOF. Let be n e N, U and V 0-neighbourhoods in G with V(n) c= U 
and (bk) a subsequence of (ak) with x e p(bk) + V (k e N). Then nx e 
p{\jï=xbk) + V{n) c fjL(R) + U. Since U is an arbitrary 0-neighbour-
hood, we get nx e p(R). 

COROLLARY 3.2.6. Let K a a(R, G), K(R) be relatively compact in G 
and Nx <£ K(R), for every x e G\{0}. Then K is a relatively compact subset 
of (sa(R, G), Tp) and therefore quasi-uniformly s-bounded. 

PROOF. Every pe K is ^-bounded by Proposition 3.2.5, since p(R) is 
contained in the compact set K(R). Hence K a sa(R, G). Since further, 
K(a) is relatively compact for every a e i£, we get, by Statement 3.1.1, that 
K is relatively compact in (sa(R, G), TP) and therefore quasi-uniformly 
s-bounded by Proposition 3.2.2 (a). 

COROLLARY 3.2.7. Let E be a Hausdorff topological linear space over 
R, K c= a(R, E) and K(R) totally bounded. Then K is quasi-uniformly s-
bounded. 
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PROOF. Apply Corollary 3.2.6 to the completion G of E. 

EXAMPLE 3.2.8. Let p9 q be prime numbers with q < p and | | := 
| \p + | \q, where | | ̂  ( | \q) denotes the p-adic (#-adic) valuation on Z. 
Let & be the algebra of all finite and cofinite subsets of N and JLL e a(ß, 
Z) defined by ja(N) = 0, fji{{n}) = p» (n e N). Then (Z, | | ) is a totally 
bounded, Hausdorff, quasi-normed group ; Nx <£ y.(0) for every x e 
Z\{0} and pißt) is closed, but ju is not ^-bounded. 

We only prove that p{0) is closed in (Z, | | ). The image JU(<%) is even 
closed in (Z, | \p ). If x is a cluster point of ß(ß£) in the completion Zp 

of (Z, | \p), the ring of/?-adic integers, then x can be written as a in the 
Zp convergent series x = a- ££Li anP

n> where a e {1, - 1) and an e {0, 1} 
for all n e N and an = 1 for an infinite number of indices. Since p > 0, 
it follows that x $ Z, i.e., //(^) has no cluster point is (Z, | |^). 

Example 3.2.8 shows that in the assumptions of Proposition 3.2.5 the 
relative countable compactness cannot be weakened to total bounded-
ness. Especially, Corollary 3.2.7 doesn't hold in the group-valued case. 
If you consider, in Example 3.2.8, the completion of (Z, | | ) as range 
space of //, then p{0) is no longer closed, but is relatively compact, and 
you see that in the assumptions of Proposition 3.2.5, Nx <£ p{0) cannot be 
replaced by Nx <£ /u(&). 

4. The Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem and further criteria for uniform s-
boundedness. Theorem 3.1.2 contains the Vitali-Hahn-Saks Theorem 
4.1 in the special case that (jun) converges pointwise to 0. This special 
version of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem yields Theorem 4.1 with the 
help of a standard argument. 

THEOREM 4.1 (VITALI-HAHN-SAKS). Assume that R is a-complete, 
/2n e sa(R, G) for neN, and (/nn(a)) is a Cauchy sequence for all a e R. 
Then {jan:«eN} is uniformly s-bounded. 

PROOF. Assume that {̂ w: « G N } is not uniformly s-bounded. Then 
there is a continuous quasi-norm on G, a disjoint sequence (ak) in R, 
and a subsequence (y„) of (fin) with \vn(an)\ ^ 2. Application of Lemma 
2.1 to the function rjn defined by rjn(A) ••= supkŒA\vn(ak)\ (A c N, n e N) 
yields a y e Tsuch that \vr^n){arik))\ ^ l,for k > n. Since Xn := yr(w+D -
vr(W) e sa(R, G) and limM Àn(a) = 0 for all a e R9 {Àn: n e N} is uni
formly s-bounded, by Theorem 3.1.2, a contradiction to \lnißr(n+i))\ ^ 
l>V<»+i>(ar<»+i>)l "" \vr(n)(ar(n+i))\ ^ 1 (/i e N). 

Instead of Theorem 3.1.2, which is based on Theorem 2.4, it is also 
possible to use the following group-valued version of Theorem 2.4 in the 
proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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THEOREM 4.2. A subset K ofa(R, G) is uniformly s-bounded if and only if 
(i) K is quasi-uniformly s-bounded; and 

(ii) For every ^-neighbourhood U in G, every disjoint sequence (ak) in 
R, and every sequence (jun) of different members of K, there is a set A a N 
and ne A such that the supremum \J'kŒA ak exists in R and jun(\/k<=A ak)e U. 

PROOF. If K is uniformly s-bounded, then (i) holds, and (ii) holds even 
for A = {n} if n is large enough. For the proof of the other (non-trivial) 
implication we may assume that K = {jun: n e N} and jun # jum (n # m). 
We have to prove that, for every continuous quasi-norm | | on G, the 
functions <pn = \ßn( • )| (n e N) are uniformly s-bounded. This follows 
directly from Theorem 2.4, since the condition (1) of Theorem 2.4 is 
fulfilled because of Proposition 3.2.1 (1) => (3). 

From Theorem 4.2 we deduce the following result of A.B. d'Andrea de 
Lucia and P. de Lucia [3, (1.4)]. 

COROLLARY 4.3. Let R be a-complete. Then a subset K of sa(R, G) is 
uniformly s-bounded if and only if for every ^-neighbourhood U in G and 
every disjoint sequence (ak) in R, there exists an l e N such that the set 
{/uè K: /i(û/) £ U} is finite. 

PROOF OF THE NON-TRIVIAL IMPLICATION. We check that the conditions 

(i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.2 are fulfilled. Let U be a O-neighbourhood in G 
and (ak) a disjoint sequence in R. 

(i) Choose / e N and a finite set K0 c: K with ^(a,) e U, for ju G ̂ \ ^ 0 . 
Since KQ is a finite subset of sa(R, G), there is an integer n ^ / with 
ju(an) e U(fie K0). Hence Kis quasi-uniformly s-bounded by Proposition 
3.2.1 (2)=>(1). 

(ii). Let (/z„) be a sequence of different members from K and (A J a 
sequence of disjoint infinite subsets of N. Put bn •= sup {ak: he An}. 
By assumption, there are integers /, meN with jut(bi) e U (i ^ m). 
Choose ne A •= Al with n ^ m. Then fin(\/kŒA ak) e U. 

5. The boundedness theorem of Nikodym. We here use Lemma 2.3 to 
get various versions of Nikodym's boundedness theorem. Since we admit 
functions which are not necessarily s-bounded, we get in Theorems 5.3, 
5.4, and 5.7 not only a sufficient but an equivalent condition to the uni
form boundedness. We first consider certain [0, oo[-valued functions. 

LEMMA 5.1. [1, Lemma 3.1]. Let (p: R -* [0, oo [be a function such that 
\</>(b) - (J>(a)\ ^ 4) (b\a), for all a, b e R with a ^ b. Then sup (/>(R) < oo 
/ / and only if sup*ŒN <ft(ak) < oo for every disjoint sequence (ak) in R. 

COROLLARY 5.2. Let W be a set of[0, oo[-valued functions on R such 
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that \<jj(b) - <p(a)\ è <p(b\a), for all cjjtW and all a, b G R with a ^ b. 
Then sup ¥(R) < oo if and only if sup W(a) < oo for all a e R and 
supwGEN (pn(an) < oo for every sequence (</>„) in W and every disjoint sequence 
(an) in R. 

PROOF. Apply Lemma 5.1 to </j0, where </>o(a) --= sup W{d), for a e R. 

THEOREM 5.3. Let R be o-complete and W a set of[Q, oo[-valued func
tions on R such that \<p(b) — </>(a)\ <, (/>(b\a), for all cjjeW and all a, b e R 
with a ^ b. Then the following two statements are equivalent: 

(1) (i) sup W(d) < oo, for all a e R, and 
(ii) there exists a p e R such that, for every cpeW and every disjoint 

sequence (ak) in R, there is an l e N with cjj{at) ^ p ; and 
(2) sup W{R) < oo. 

PROOF. (2) => (1) is obvious. (1) => (2). Assume that sup W(R) = oo. 
Then there is, by Corollary 5.2, a sequence (<J)n) in W and a disjoint se
quence (an) in R with (fin(an) è n2, for all n e N. Choose p for (an) ac
cording to (ii), define cpn by <pn(A) -= (\/n) <Jjn(\/kŒA ak), for A c N and 
n e N, and apply Lemma 2.3. Observe that assumptions (iii) and (iv) of 
Lemma 2.3 are fulfilled, since lim„ <pn(M) = 0, for all M c N, because of 
Theorem 5.3 (1) (i). Lemma 2.3 yields lim sup <pn({n}) ^ 2p, a contradic
tion to <pn({n}) = (\ln)<pn(an) 'en {ne N). 

If every (jj e W is ^-bounded, then the condition (ii) of Theorem 5.3 (1) 
is fulfilled, and this condition implies, by Lemma 5.1, that every <f> e W is 
bounded. On the other hand, in Theorem 5.3 (1) the condition (ii) cannot 
be weakened to the boundedness of (ß, for all cjjeW, cf. Example 5.10. 
Analogous statements hold for the condition (ii) of Theorem 5.4 (1). 

THEOREM 5.4 (NIKODYM'S boundedness theorem for quasi-normed 
groups.) Let R be a-complete, | | a quasi-norm on G and K c a(R, G). 
Then the following two statements are equivalent: 

(1) (i) K(a) is | {-bounded (i.e., sup {\pt(a)\: /ue} K < oo), for every 
a e R, and 
(ii) there exists a p e R such that, for every ft e K and every disjoint 

sequence (ak) in R, there is an le N with \/u(ai)\ ̂  p; and 
(2) K(R) is | \-bounded. 

PROOF. Apply Theorem 5.3 to W: •= {|^(-)l : ßeK}. 
In the case that every ft e K is ^--additive or ^-bounded, Theorem 5.4 

was proved, e.g., by Mikusinski [18] or Drewnowski [6], respectively. 
Theorem 5.4 also contains the version [17, Theorem 5] of Nikodym's 
theorem of Landers and Rogge, which uses the notion of "bounding 
systems". For, if 08 = {Bn: n e N} is a bounding system in the sense of 

file:///-bounded
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[17], then |jc| ••= min { « 6 N [ J { 0 } : J C 6 Bn) (x e G, B0 -•= {0}) defines a 
quasi-norm on G, {x e G: \x\ ^ 1} is a O-neighbourhood in G, and a sub
set M of G is ^-bounded in the sense of [17] if and only if M is | |-
bounded; note that any set K cz sa(R, G) satisfies (ii) of Theorem 5.4 (1) 
(with p = 1), but a content JLL e K is not necessarily ^-bounded with re
spect to the | |-topology, which is discrete. 

In contrast to | |-boundedness, the boundedness notion of Definition 
5.5 only depends on the group-topology. 

DEFINITION 5.5. A subset M of G is called bounded in G if, for every 
O-neighbourhood U in G, there is a finite subset F of G and an integer 
n e N with M cz F + Uin) [2; II, 4, Exercise 7; p. 210]. 

REMARK 5.6. In the definition above, the set F can be chosen as a 
subset of M. 

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.4 if 
you use the characterization (Theorem 6.8 (a)) of boundedness by quasi-
norms. In the case that each y. e K is ^-additive (hence ^-bounded), (1) 
(i) o (3) of Theorem 5.7 was proved by Constantinescu [4, Theorem 1.7] 
without using quasi-norms. 

THEOREM 5.7. (NIKODYM'S boundedness theorem for topological groups.) 
Let R be a-complete and K cz a(R, G). Then the following two statements 
are equivalent: 

(1) (i) K(a) is bounded in G for every a e R and 
(ii) for every O-neighbourhood U in G, there exists a finite set F cz 

G and an n e N such that for every ye K and every disjoint sequence 
(ak) in R, there is an / e N with ju(a{) e F 4- Uin\ 

(2) K(R) is bounded in G. 

PROOF. (2) => (1) is obvious. (1) => (2). By Theorem 6.8 (a), we have 
to show that, for any real-valued, continuous quasi-norm | | on G, 
K(R) is | |-bounded. But this follows immediately from Theorem 5.4 
(1) => (2). Observe that the condition (ii) of Theorem 5.4 (1) is fulfilled 
with p •= msix{\x\ : x e F} + n, if you choose F and n according to Theorem 
5.7 (1) (ii) for U -•= {x e G: | x \ ^ 1). 

For a discussion of the condition (ii) of Theorem 5.7 (1) we use (b) 
of the following proposition, which obviously follows from Corollary 5.2 
and Theorem 6.8 (a). 

PROPOSITION 5.8. (a) For K cz a(R, G), K(R) is bounded in G if and only 
if {/jLn(an): « e N } and K(a) are bounded in G, for every sequence (jun) in 
K, every disjoint sequence (an) in R and every a e R. 

(b) For jit e a(R, G), ju(R) is bounded in G if and only if {y(a„) : « e N } 
is bounded in G for every disjoint sequence in R. 
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PROOF, (a). Apply (5.2) to W ~ {|p( • )| : ja e K) for an arbitrary real-
valued, continuous quasi-norm | | on G and observe Theorem 6.8 (a), 

(b). This follows from (a). 

Proposition 5.8 was proved by Constantinescu [4, Proposition 1.2] 
without using quasi-norms. For further references see [4, Remark on 
p. 57]. 

REMARK 5.9. (a) If K c sa(R, G), then the condition (ii) of Theorem 
5.7 (1) is fulfilled. 

(b) For K <= a(R, G), the condition (ii) of Theorem 5.7 (1) implies that 
the range of each p. e K is bounded in G. 

PROOF OF (b). Let pe K. For a O-neighbourhood U in G, choose F and 
n according to Theorem 5.7 (1) (ii). Then, for any disjoint sequence (ak) 
in jR, p(a{) ^ F + U{n) holds at most for finitely many integers /. Hence 
{p(an) : n e N} is bounded in G. So p(R) is bounded in G by Proposition 
5.8 (b). 

In contrast to the locally convex case (see Theorem 5.11 (a)), (ii) of 
Theorem 5.7 (1) cannot be weakened in general to the condition that the 
range of each p e K is bounded in G, as can be seen by the following 
example. 

EXAMPLE 5.10. Let E be the real linear space of R-valued functions on 
[0, oo[, which is generated by the functions Xta,t>t(® ^ a < b < + oo), 
endowed with the topology of convergence in measure with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure X, which is generated by the F-norm f *-+ \\f\\ •= 
inf{p > 0: A({xe[0, oo[: |/(*)| è p}) è p}- Let/*: ^(N) -> R be an 
unbounded content and pn be defined by pn(A) ••= p(A) • %[0,„c(« e N, 
A c N). 

(a) Then {pn: n e N) C a(0>(N), E\ supw \\pn{A)\\ < oo, for all A c N, 
SUP{II/̂ »(^)II • A. c N) < oo, for all n e N, but sup (H/vOII : n e N , ^ c 
N] = oo. 

(b) A subset of E is bounded in E (in the sense of Definition 5.5) if 
and only if it is || ||-bounded. 

PROOF, (a). Observe that ||/iwG4)ll = min {|//(/4)|, n) and p is unbounded. 
(b). One implication (=>) is obvious. Let M be a || ||-bounded sub

set of E, e > 0 and U -•= {fe E: \\f\\ g e}. Choose m e N with 1/m < s 
and 11/11 < m, for all fe M; « -= m2. If / e M, then A(/4) <; m, for A := 
{x e R: |/(JC)| è w}. Hence there are disjoint subsets A{ of ,4 with %A. e 
F, A(4f-) ^ e and U?=i A{ = A . f can be written as / = £*= 1(/- ^ . + 
(!/«)/• ZRM)- s i n c e ll/jujl ^ « a n d IIU/fO/ZiMll ^ e, we get M c 
C/(2w). So M is bounded in E. 
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THEOREM 5.11. Let R be a-complete, E( = G) a Hausdorff locally convex 
real linear space and K c: ba(R, E) ••= {ju e a(R, E): ja(R) is bounded}. 

(a) Then K(R) is bounded if and only if K(a) is bounded for every a e R, 
(cf. [5, p. 14]). 

(b) K is relatively compact in (ba(R, E), zp) if and only if K(a) is rela
tively compact in E, for every a e R. 

(c) If relative countable compactness and relative compactness coincide 
in E, then they coincide in (ba(R, E), TP), too. 

PROOF, (a). Observe that boundedness with respect to the original to
pology z of E and with respect to the weak topology o = a{E, E') are 
equivalent, and that ba(R,(E, v)) = sa(R, (E, a)). Take K as subset of 
sa(R, (E, a)), apply Theorem 5.7 and use statement 6.3. 

(b). If K(a) is relatively compact for all a e K, then K(R) is bounded, 
by (a). So K(R) is also bounded, and, because of K(R) c K(R), we get 
K cz ba(R, E). Now the assertion follows from Statement 3.1.1. 

(c). This follows from (b). 

In connection with Nikodym's boundedness theorem, Landers and 
Rogge [17] call a subset M of G bounded if, for every O-neighbourhood 
U, there is an n e N with M c Uin). Theorem 5.7, Proposition 5.8, and 
Remark 5.9 remain valid if you replace boundedness in the sense of 
Definition 5.5 by boundedness in the sense of [17]; at the same time you 
can change condition (ii) of Theorem 5.7 (1) by putting F := {0}. For a 
proof, use Theorem 5.7, Proposition 5.8, Remark 5.9, and statement 6.1. 
Instead of Theorem 5.7, Proposition 5.8, and Remark 5.9 you can also 
use Theorem 5.3, Corollary 5.2, and Theorem 6.8 (b). Note that, in Ex
ample 5.10, a subset of E is bounded in the sense of [17] if and only if it 
is |j ||-bounded. 

Theorem (5.7), Proposition (5.8), and Remark (5.9) don't remain valid 
if G is a topological linear space and you replace boundedness in the 
sense of Definition 5.5 by boundedness in the sense of [15, p. 156]. For 
Turpin [23] has given an example of a measure on a ^-algebra, whose 
range is an unbounded subset of a topological linear space (in the sense 
of [15, p. 156]). 

6. Boundedness in topological groups. In this section boundedness in G 
(in the sense of Definition 5.5) and boundedness in the sense of [17] are 
compared and characterized by quasi-norms. 

If Mi, M2 are subsets of G and bounded in G, then Mx U Af2, Mi + 
M2, — Mi, Mi and subsets of Mx are bounded in G. Let H be a subgroup 
of G and M a H. If M is bounded in H, then M is bounded in G, but the 
opposite is not true in general (see Example 6.9). If H = G, then M is 
bounded in H if and only if M is bounded in G. M is bounded in G if and 
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only if every countable subset of M is bounded in G. (The last two state
ments can easily be proved with Remark 5.6 or follow directly from 
Theorem 6.8.) Analogous statements hold true for the boundedness no
tion of [17]. 

If M is a totally bounded subset of G, then M is bounded in G, but not 
necessarily bounded in the sense of [17]. For, if the topology of G is 
discrete, then {0} is the only bounded subset of G in the sense of [17], 
whereas the finite subsets of G are exactly the sets which are bounded in 
G. As an immediate consequence of Remark 5.6, we get 

STATEMENT 6.1. For M a G, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) M is bounded in the sense of [17]; 
(2) M is bounded in G and {x} is bounded in the sense of [17], for 

all xe M; and 
(3) M is bounded in G and Ma [j ™=1 U (n\ for every O-neighbourhood 

U in G. 

COROLLARY 6.2. Boundedness in G (in the sense of Definition 5.5) and 
boundedness in the sense of [17] are equivalent if and only ifG— U ^ U(n\ 
for every O-neighbourhood U in G (i.e., G is chained, [12, Definition 1.1]). 

Tt follows that the boundedness notions of Definition 5.5 and [17] are 
equivalent if G is connected, especially, if G is a topological linear space 
over R. 

STATEMENT 6.3. For subsets of a topological linear space G over R, 
boundedness in the sense of [15, p. 156] implies boundedness in the sense 
of Definition 5.5, but the opposite is not true in general (see Example 6.9). 
Both notions are equivalent if G is pseudoconvex (i.e., there exists a 
O-neighbourhood base (Ua)aŒA in G and a family (pa)a(=A m ]0, 1] such that 
Ua is /vconvex for all a e A). 

The following is an auxiliary result for linking boundedness in G with 
| l-boundedness (for certain quasi-norms | |). 

PROPOSITION 6.4. Every real-valued quasi-norm \ \ defined on a subgroup 
H of G has an extension to a real-valued quasi-norm on G. 

PROOF. In view of Zorn's lemma we may assume that G = Zx0 + H, 
for some x0 e G\H. Choose m e Z with {n e Z : nx0 e H} = mZ and 
peR with |mjc0| ^ NI*/?. Obviously, ||^|| := inf {\np\ + \x\: neZ, 
xe H, y = nxQ + x] (ye G) defines a real-valued quasi-norm on G with 
||j>|| ^ \yl for y e H. We have to show that M ^ ||^||, for y e H, and 
for this that x, y e //, n e Z, y = nxG 4- x imply |j>| ^ \np\ H- \x\. Be
cause of nx0 = y — xe H we have n = m • k, for some keZ, hence, 
\y\ ^ |*| . Mol + \x\ è |*| • M -p + \x\ = \np\ + |x|. 
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Even if the | |-topology is the topology induced on H by the topology 
of G, | | does not necessarily have an extension to a continuous quasi-
norm on G (see Example 6.9 (c)). 

PROPOSITION 6.5. For every infinite subset M of G, there exists a real-
valued quasi-norm | \ on G such that M is not | \-bounded. 

PROOF. By Proposition 6.4, we may assume that G is generated by M 
and M = {xn: n e N} is countable. Gn denotes the subgroup of G gener
ated by {*!, . . ., xn) (n G N), where GQ •= {0}. Define a quasi norm 
| | : G -> [0, oo[ by |jc| = min{n e N U {0} : x e Gn}. If sup {|x| : x e M} 
= oo, the proof is finished. Otherwise G is finitely generated, and on 
grounds of the structure theorem for finitely generated abelian groups, 
we may assume that G = Zn x F, for some n e N and a finite group F. 
In this case, \\(ku . . ., kn, x)\\ := m a x ^ l , . . ., \kn\} (k{eZ, x e F) 
defines a suitable quasi-norm on G. 

LEMMA 6.6. For neZ, let Un be subsets of G with Un+i + Un+i cz 
Un= -UH* 0.(Notation: f(A) ••= £ „ ^ 2 " » , UA -•= £nŒA Un, for any 
finite subset A of Z; |JC| ••= inf{/(^): A cz Z, A is finite, xe UA} for 
xeG, where inf 0 = + oo.) 

Then | | : G -»• [0, oo] is a quasi-norm with {x e G: \x\ < 2~n} cz Un cz 
{xeG: \x\ ^ 2~n], for neZ. 

The proof is easy and well-known. If U0 is a symmetric 0-neighbour-
hood in G and you choose symmetric 0-neighbourhoods Un in G with 
Un 4- Un cz Un_x and U-n ••= Uj?n)(neN\ then Lemma 6.6 yields. 

COROLLARY 6.7. For every symmetric ^-neighbourhood U in G there 
exists a continuous quasi-norm \ \ on G such that {xe G: \x\ < 1} cz U 
cz {xe G: \x\ ^ 1}, {xe G: \x\ <oo} = US°=i U(n) and a subset of G is 
| \-bounded if and only if it is contained in U{n\ for some neN. 

THEOREM 6.8. (a) A subset of G is bounded in G (in the sense of Defini
tion 5.5) if and only if it is | \-bounded for every continuous, real-valued 
quasi-norm on G. (see Postscript) 

(b) A subset of G is bounded in the sense of [17] if and only if it is \ |-
boundedfor every continuous quasi-norm on G. 

PROOF, (a). The implication => is obvious. (<=). Let M be a subset of 
G, which is | |-bounded for every continuous, real-valued quasi-norm 
on G, and U a symmetric 0-neighbourhood in G. Then H = US^i U{n} 

is an open subgroup of G, so G/H is discrete. We first show that M cz 
F + H, for some finite set F cz G. Otherwise, for the canonical map 
7T: G -> G/H, the range %{M) is infinite, and so, by Proposition 6.5, there 
is a real-valued quasi-norm | | on G/H such that sup{|^(x)| : x e M} = 

file:///-bounded
file:///-bounded
file:///-bounded
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oo. Hence, ||jc|| == \ic(x)\ defines a quasi-norm || ||: G -* [0, oo] with 
sup{||jc|| : x G M} = oo, a contradiction. So we have proved that there are 
finitely many jt1? . . ., xkeG and M l5 . . ., Mk <= H with M = (J *=i(xv + 
M,-). We show that M0 «= U*=i ^# Œ U(n\ for some w G N. Assume that 
M0 <£ U(n\ for all n e N. Then, by Corollary 6.7, there is a continuous 
real-valued quasi-norm | | on H such that sup{|x|: xe MQ} = oo. By 
Proposition 6.4, | | has an extension to a real-valued quasi-norm || || 
on G. Then || || is continuous, since | | is continuous and H open, and 
sup{||jc|| : xe M0} = oo, a contradiction. 

(b). The implication => is obvious. (<=). This follows directly from 
Corollary 6.7. You can also deduce <J= from (a) and statement 6.1, using 
the fact that any quasi-norm | | defined on a subgroup H of G is ex
tended to a quasi-norm on G by \\x\\ ••= oo, for x G G\H. 

EXAMPLE 6.9. (a) Let $?(G) be the group of all functions/: [0, 1[ -> G, 
for which there is a decomposition 0 = a0 < ax • • • < an = 1 of [0, 1] 
such that / i s constant on [ah ai+i] (i = 0, 1, . . ., n — 1). Let A denote the 
Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. Then the sets {fe 3?(G): X{{t G [0, 1]: /(f) $ 
U}) ^ e}, where e > 0 and £/ is an arbitrary O-neighbourhood in G, 
form a O-neighbourhood base of an arcwise connected, locally arcwise 
connected group topology on <F(G). G is a closed subgroup of S^(G), if 
you identify the constant functions from &?(G) with elements of G. 

(b) ^(G), hence G, is bounded in #"(G). 
(c) For G = R (with the usual topology), «^(R) is bounded in J^(R) 

(in the sense of Definition 5.5), but not bounded in the sense of [15, p. 
156]. R is bounded in <F(R), but not bounded in R. The usual absolute 
value on R has no extension to a continuous quasi-norm on J^(R). 

PROOF, (a). This is exactly the statement [14, (7.20)] of Hartman and 
Mycielski. The proof of (b) is similar to the proof of Example 5.10 (b). 
The last statement of (c) follows from the fact that, for every continuous 
quasi-norm || || on «^"(R), sup{||/|| : / G «^"(R)} < oo because of (b). 

7. Generalizations. 

7.1. Weakening of the G-completeness of R. Consider the following two 
properties for R, which are weaker than ^--completeness : 

(PI) For any disjoint sequence (fl^GN in R, there is an infinite subset 
A of N such that \/k(EA ak exists in R; 

(P2) For any disjoint sequence (OA)AŒN
 m R a n d any infinite subset M 

of N there is an infinite subset A of M and an element be R such that 
ak S b, for all he A and ak A b = 0, for all ke N\A. 

If R is a ring of sets and if, in (PI) the supremum \Jk^A ak is replaced 
by the union U kŒA ak, you get exactly the property which définies a quasi-
tf--ring in the sense of Constantinescu [4, p. 52]. (PI) introduced by Haydon 
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[26] is weaker than the property (E) considered by Schachermayer [20, 
p. 20]. The property (P2) is chosen in such a way that it is weaker than 
(PI) and weaker than the interpolation property considered in [1], [21], 
and [9]. Independently, the property (P2) has recently been introduced by 
I. Fleischer and T. Traynor in a paper which is in preparation. 

All numbered statements of this paper, in which R is assumed to be o-
complete, remain valid, if you assume (PI) instead of the er-completeness; 
only the proofs of (2.5), (4.3) and (5.3) require an obvious modification. 

The statement Corollary 2.5 (b), Theorem 4.1 of Vatali-Hahn-Saks, 
Corollary 4.3 of A.B. d' Andrea de Lucia and P. de Lucia and Nikodym's 
boundedness theorem (5.11) in the locally convex case remain valid if you 
only assume (P2) instead of the ^-completeness. Observing the next pro
position (7.1.1), the proofs can easily be reduced to the case of R satisfying 
(PI) (cf. the proof of Theorem 7.1.2). 

PROPOSITION 7.1.1 (a) If R satisfies the countable chain condition CCC 
{i.e., every set of disjoint elements of R is at most countable) and (P2), 
then R satisfies (PI). 

(b) If N is an ideal in R and R satisfies (P2), then the quotient ring R/N 
satisfies (P2). 

PROOF, (a) Let (tf*)*ŒN be a disjoint sequence in R. By Zorn's lemma 
there is a maximal set D of disjoint elements of R, which are disjoint to 
all ak keN. By CCC, D is at most countable and therefore, by (P2), 
there is an infinites et A <= N and b e R such that ak ^ b for k e A and 
ak A b = d A b = 0 for k• eN\A and de D. So b is an upper bound of 
{ak: k e A}. If e e R is another upper bound of {ak: k e A}, then (b\c) A 
ak = (b \ c) A d = 0, for all k e N and de D. Hence b \ c = 0, because 
of the maximality of D and b ^ c. Hence b = V kŒA ak. 

(b) is obvious, cf. the proof of [21, Theorem 2.1]. 

If you consider only ^-bounded functions in the versions (5.3), (5.4), 
(5.7) of Nikodym's bondedness theorem, then the ^-completeness can be 
replaced by (P2) in the Assumptions. Here we only formulate the result, 
which corresponds to (5.4). 

THEOREM 7.1.2. Assume that R satisfies (P2), G = (G, + , | |) is a quasi-
normed group, K a sa (R, G) and K (a) is { {-bounded for every a e R. 
Then K(R) is { {-bounded. 

We have to reduce the proof to the case of R satisfying (PI). We may 
assume that K is countable. Then N ••= {a e R: /2(b) = 0, for all fi e K 
and b e R with b ^ a} is an ideal and R •= R/N satisfies CCC, hence 
(PI), by Theorem 7.1.2. Now observe that K(R) = R(R), where R := 
{ / î : / i 6 ^ } and fi e sa(R, G) is defined by fi(a A N) ••= fi(a). 
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7.2. Generalization of the range space of the contents. 

STATEMENT 7.2.1. Several results of this paper are also true for contents 
with values in a commutative Hausdorff uniform semigroup (£, 4- ) with 
zero element 0. By [24, (1.1)}, the uniformity of S is generated by a family 
(PL)LŒI of [0, l]-valued quasi-metrics satisfying pL(x 4- y, x' 4* y') S 
pL(x, x') 4- pL(y, y') (L e / ; x, x\ y, y' e S). Then \x\L :== pL(xr 0) define 
quasi-norms on S. (E.g., \x\L ^ \x + y\L 4- \y\i follows from pL(x, 0) ^ 
PLC* + 0, x 4- >0 + PLC* + J, 0) ^ pL(x, x) 4- pL(0, y) 4- pL(* + ^ 0),) 

Note that, for a quasi-norm | (: S -» [0, oo] and a content ju: R -* S, 
we have ||/*(fc) | - \ß(a)\\ S \fx{b\a)\ (a, beR; a g ^ as in the group-
valued case. 

All numbered results for G-valued contents of §3 and Theorem 4.2, 
Corollary 4.3 remain valid for S-valued contents with the following 
modification. In §3.1 you always have to replace tf-additivity by a-
smoothness ("ak I 0 implies ju(ak) -> 0"), which is equivalent to a-
additivity together with ^-boundedness if R satisfies (PI); so replace 
ca(R, G), by sca(R, S) - ca(R, S) (] sa(R, S) and, in Theorem 3.1.4 (3), 
"uniformly <j-additive" by "uniformly cr-smooth". 

Theorem 4.1 of Vitali-Hahn-Saks doesn't remain valid in the semi
group-valued case without any additional assumption. For, fxn ;= 2?=i St-
are ^-bounded measures on ^(N), which converge to the counting meas
ure, but {jun: n e N } is not uniformly ^-bounded. Orlicz and Urbanski 
[19] proved the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem for contents with values in a 
topological semigroup which satisfies a certain "topological cancellation 
law"; as Drewnowski [7] later showed, the topological semigroup con
sidered can be embedded in a topological group. In the following theorem, 
the additional assumption is the ^-boundedness of the limit function. 

THEOREM. Assume that R satisfies (P2), ^„esaiR, S)forneN [j {0}, 
and limM /un(a) = fj,§(a) for all a e R. Then {/Ltn: n ^ 0} is uniformly 
s-bounded. 

For the proof in the case where R is ^-complete, apply Corollary 2.5 (b) 
to (])n := \jun( • )| for an arbitrary continuous quasi-norm on S. For the 
weakening of the ^-completeness, see §7.1. 

Evidently, Nikodym's boundedness theorem (5.4), which uses the 
notion of | (-boundedness, is also true in the semigroup-valued case. 
On the other hand, the boundedness notion of [2, p. 210] as in Theorem 
5.7 cannot be used in Nikodym's boundedness theorem in the semi
group-valued case. 

EXAMPLE. Choose S « N (J {0, oo} with the usual addition and the 
discrete uniformity. Put /m «= 0, /jt2

 Î5S ft, /**+i ?== Vn + °° • <?*-i + n • dn 
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(n ^ 2) and K « {jun : AI G N). Then ^ e= JCÖ(^(N), 5). ^ ) = 
(0, min y4, oo} for every non-empty subset A of N, but K(R) = 5*. 

STATEMENT 7.2.2. Let S be a Hausdorff uniform space, + : 5 x 5 - > 5 
a uniform continuous map, 0 G 5 and 1 < q < oo. Then the uniformity of 
S is generated by a family (PL)LŒI °f quasi-metrics satisfying pL(x + j , 
JC' + y') :g qipdx, x') + PL(>'> >''))• (In general, that is not true for 
q= 1 [24, p. 422].) The functions |x|L := pL(x, 0) (xeS) are not necessarily 
quasi-norms, but for ju e sa(R, S) we still have the inequalities \ju(b)\L ^ 
q(\fi{a)\L + IM*\*)IL), IM«)IL ^ *(IJ"(*)IL + W\a)\L (a, b e R, a ^ b) and 
I/^(0)IL = 0- All other statements of Statement 7.2.1 also hold in the 
more general situation of (7.2.2). The constant q appearing here requires 
modifications of some proofs, which are near at hand. 

Postscript. After Z. Lipeoki had read the first version of this paper, he 
called my attention to [25], [26] and the papers [12, 13] of Hejcman and 
informed me that Theorem 6.8(a) was already proved in [12, Theorem2.5]. 
He further informed me that results related to Proposition 3.2.5 are con
tained in the thesis of W. Herer (Warszawa) and the paper of M.P. Kats, 
On extension of vector measures (in Russian), Sib. Mat. Zhurn. 13 (1972), 
1158-1168. 
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